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Terrain
“Your cities do not exist. Perhaps they have never existed. It is sure they will never exist
again. Why do you amuse yourself with consolatory fables?”
-Italo Calvino
Part One: Memory, Calvino and the Miniature
Using the phrase miniature-landscape seems like an oxymoron, since one of the
easiest ways to define the gigantic (the complete and total opposite of the miniature) is by
looking at the nature that encompasses many of us everyday. Landscapes are gigantic,
and as humans we are lost amongst its immensity. Yet we constantly find ways to reproduce the landscape in a ways that are picturesque, easy to digest and surprisingly
tenable—postcards, snow globes, figurines, or photographs. For my Senior Independent
Study in Studio Art (Senior I.S. Project) I intend to explore human fascination with
landscape and through my own interpretation create a series of three-dimensional
panoramas.
Triggered from childhood memories and imagination, I have begun to construct
forms that suggest a vast panorama reduced to miniature scale. Reversing the scale from
massive to miniscule has become the center of my thesis; what is it about the allencompassing scenery of towering mountains, or long green fields that makes them so
visually and conceptually powerful? Essentially, I want to study this experience by
creating my own natural panoramas: I want to intensify this human interaction with
nature by enabling the viewer to see a vast space in a small, concentrated form, and shift
familiar geological features beyond their inherent references into an unexpected
narrative.
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For years I have been consumed by the study of memory, although I tend to
define “study” as a more philosophical or subjective exploration. I have never been
interested in how memory functions in a scientific sense; the break down of complex
mannerisms into cognitive functions seems disconnected from experience, and the act of
remembering becomes an unemotional response. Yet again, to simply state that ‘memory’
is my interest is quite ambiguous—I find that at the center of my exploration is the
construction of a personal narrative disrupted and recreated by the images and objects
that are collected through life. My work, however, did not begin with collecting items
specific to my past life. In fact, if I were to pick and choose certain things reflective of
my past, it would be those that I have lost—my favorite pendant that went rolling away
on some unknown Chicago sidewalk, the yellow sundress with daisies, or perhaps even
the bunny piñata that I had set my heart on beating to pieces. This emotional connection
to objects is what is so consuming about memory and how it functions within each
person; some keep lists, some keep items, and some keep pictures; no matter the total of
physical objects we may collect, the true connotation of these keepsakes is internalized,
inexplicable to anyone but the keeper.
I felt that if I presented certain objects or mementos from my childhood, the final
visual would look something close to a junkyard sale, because in essence all that one
accumulates is just that: precious junk. Therefore my body of work began with these
ideas in mind, but simultaneously I realized that in order to have a more approachable
body of work, I would have to trade personal intimate memories for a collective memory.
To define a collective memory, I would need to utilize the effects of memory on a
broader scale. If one were to question students on a college campus, for example, she/he
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would find there are as many unique experiences and stories as there are people. Yet
because that campus is singular as one place, those millions of stories are lost and all that
is reflected is the collective entity of the campus. Almost as soon as I began working on
my Senior I.S. Project, I had to ask myself how I could create a singular object yet reveal
a grander narrative. To help answer these questions, I looked towards literature and
inspiration I had found in past readings, especially through the work of Italo Calvino.
Invisible Cities is Italo Calvino’s collection of short stories narrated by the
Venetian merchant traveler, Marco Polo. Within the novel, Polo is a traveler for Kublai
Khan, and in each section, Polo must describe a new city for his master. With each
recounting, Polo describes a place filled with complexity and life, yet as the descriptions
continue, they begin to resemble one another. Though each are singular and are expressed
as a separate place, Polo slowly reveals that each place stems from the other’s existence,
revealing the complexity of one city and its many parts. Early on it is revealed that Khan
toils over his cumbersome empire, and desires Polo’s knowledge for another existence
that could equal his empire. For Khan, the consciousness of his accomplishments and
conquered land sits side by side with the knowledge that time will pass and the empire
will face mortality:

In the lives of emperors there is a moment which follows pride in the
boundless extension of the territories we have conquered…It is the desperate
moment when we discover that this empire, which has seemed to us the sum of all
wonders, is an endless, formless ruin…Only in Marco Polo’s accounts was Kublai
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Khan able to discern, through the walls and towers destined to crumble, the
tracery of a pattern so subtle it could escape the termites’ gnawing. (Calvino 6-7)

Impending destruction is Khan’s greatest fear, and he believes that relief will come if he
learns of the capabilities of other cities that exist outside his own empire. Yet, no fable
can change the fate of a ticking clock. Marco Polo’s imaginings are not meant to soothe
his emperor, he is unable to give comfort, for the cities that Polo has seen are
incomprehensible—they cannot be measured in the way one might wish to visually
reconstruct them: “You reproach me because each of my stories takes you right into the
heart of a city without telling you of the space that stretches between one city and the
other, whether it is covered by seas, or fields of rye, larch forests, swamps. I will answer
you with a story” (152). The invented cities become Polo’s greatest creation, and within
his specific language he continually describes the implication of memory, desire, and
imagination. Such components create the physicality just as concrete materials could; the
life of a city is not just the architecture but the life that exists around and within its
buildings. To use poetic phrases and metaphors such as he does strongly intensifies the
spatial aspect of each city; “The city does not consist of this, but of relationships between
the measurements of its space and the events of its past: the height of a lamppost and the
distance from the ground of a hanged usurper’s swaying feet…the height of that railing
and the leap of the adulterer who climbed over it at dawn” (10).
There are other cities that Polo describes in which he suggests that the
geographical location lends directly to their abstract sense of being. How the people learn
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to function within their city dictates habits, and in the case of Valdrada, it consumes their
livelihood.
The ancients built Valdrada on the shores of a lake, with houses all
verandas one above the other…Valdrada’s inhabitants know that each of
their actions is, at once, that action and its mirror-image, which possesses
the special dignity of images, and this awareness prevents them from
succumbing for a single moment to chance and forgetfulness. (53)
The concepts of human memory and desires lie at the center, and drive Calvino’s entire
novel. His stories suggest that a city cannot exist until someone discovers it—these
remembered spatial or photographical recollections are all built and skewed by memory:
“He was thinking of all these things when he desired a city. Isidora, therefore, is the city
of his dreams…” (8). Calvino’s cities become a vessel for fantasies; architecture holds
the memories and yearning. There is a romantic side to Calvino, in his ability to create a
tension between human emotion and landscape, and that is what makes me return to this
novel in particular. He has become an immeasurable source of inspiration and influence
in answering questions about the tension between humans and their surroundings. With
the help of his work I found an interesting way to link conceptual ideas about memory to
the mixed media sculptural landscapes that I have made. Though I am not creating the
dense and concentrated cities Calvino describes, I find the complex ideas about how
objects and specific places begin to inform and reflect human memory captivating. In this
way I could reflect my interest in my “lost” objects I described earlier and the profound
memories they trigger.
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From early on I knew with what I wanted to accomplish with my Senior I.S.
Project, I would have to work quite small, and I found that it was possible to enhance my
conceptual idea through the use of two different mediums —sculpture and photography.
Focusing my work in the miniature brought me closer to the readings of Susan Stewart in
her book On Longing: narratives of the miniature, the gigantic, the souvenir, the
collection. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines the miniature as both “a copy on a
much reduced scale; something small of its kind” and as something “in a greatly
diminished size, form, or scale” (Merriam-Webster) The miniature can act as a
replication of a specific object or it can be an object that within a certain context is
incomparable to “normalized” scale.
Susan Stewart first explains the miniature using fantasy or fables as a basis for
how one might understand the power of a smaller scale:

It evokes the sensual as well as the hand being the measure of the
miniature. The miniature has the capacity to make its context remarkable;
its fantastic qualities are related to what lies outside in such a way as to
transform the context. Thistledown becomes the mattress; acorn becomes
the cradle; the father’s breath becomes the cyclone. (Stewart 46)

Stewart seems to explain the miniature as if it is a phenomenon, a transformation in
which the world has suddenly shrunk down, and what we once thought was small,
insignificant and pointless becomes the resources with which we need to live by. She
references the whole world changing, or perspective changing, rather than observing a
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separate smaller world. Once again, I needed to find a way in which working in the
miniature enhanced exactly what I was working with; the idea of witnessing a smaller
replication (or possibly observing a collection of replications) rather than a physical
transformation into that world.
Stewart’s ideas about the miniature and its placement in time struck a strong
chord with me: “The miniature offers a spatial closure posited over temporal closure. The
miniature offers a world clearly limited in space but frozen and thereby both
particularized and generalized in time” (46). As interested as I was in recreating physical
spaces that could reflect a collective memory, I was also aware of the complications of
recreating time. It is complicated to explain how something—a sculpture—is created
from memories, yet, at the same time, removed from history. I can only stress again, the
idea of a collective memory is not the same as a historical narrative one might learn in
class, but is instead an abstract idea of the past projected onto one object or another; the
remnants left behind, the signs of life and death. The removal from history is firmly
planted in the power of the miniature. Creating landmass is one thing, but creating
something small and disconnected from our accustomed world means another. The
intense separation in size is enough to enhance the realization that a place like this does
not exist until one creates it—it references our world with images and knowledge, but lies
somewhere outside its familiar context. With each new creation comes a new place to
explore.
Creation becomes a key word here—as Stewart also emphasizes, it is important to
remember that miniaturizations are inventions: “There are no miniatures in nature; the
miniature is a sculptural product, the product of an eye performing certain operations,
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manipulating and attending in certain ways to the physical world” (55). The multiple
definitions of what the miniature theoretically meant was helpful in defining my working
process. At first my work started slowly, as a reaction to testing materials rather than a
concrete idea to build from. Yet as time passed it became clear that “working small” had
more specific connotations. Conceptually speaking, I began with the function of memory
and exercising it’s use in a plural sense—all which I have mentioned in the discussion of
Calvino’s Invisible Cities. When I began to physically construct, I saw that Stewart’s
theories on the miniature helped me to consider each piece. Although I wanted this
manifestation to exist primarily as sculpture, I also wanted to include another medium to
help solidify and intensify what I wanted to say through my interpretation of miniature
landscapes.
There was one specific way I could enhance connotation with memory within
some of my pieces: the use of photography. Through Stewart’s work I found parallels
with working three-dimensionally quite easily, for the transformation of the miniature
was obviously sculptural, seeing the fact that most of the examples she used were objects.
However, once I decided to incorporate photography into the work, expressing Stewart’s
ideas became harder. The physicality of photographs allude to themes within Stewart that
incorporate theories of the miniature—for instance the shape and size of most family
snapshots, or the compartmentalization of said snapshots in albums or books. However,
the way I began to use photography quickly became secondary to the sculptures. I do not
mean to say this in a way that strips the medium of its powerful capabilities (in fact, I
believe that photography is one of the most important contemporary art forms), but in
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terms of how I use photographs within and around my sculptures, it became an
enhancement, or a secondary exploration of my conceptual ideas.
For a long time I have been interested in the purpose of photography. More
specifically, why people have the need to take pictures and why they keep them for as
long as they do. I could introduce the family snapshot, yet as Stewart states, such
photographs become repetitive:
Here we might think…of the photograph…for they eternalize a moment
or instance of the typical …Thus, while these photographs articulate the
individual, they do so accordingly to a well defined set of generic conventions. It
is not simply that the family album records an individual’s rites of passage; it
does so in such a conventionalized way that all family albums are alike. (49)
I do not want to go so far as to claim or demoralize any one person’s photographic
album and I have no intention of trying to claim that the personal photograph is not
important. Yet, what Stewart discusses brings to light similar ideas I have had regarding
my sculptural work. Looking at the small landmasses as a threshold for a collective
memory, I knew that photography could enhance that experience. However, I felt that
photographs of people or events would not trigger a relationship between the two
mediums. I wanted to capture the vivid details of nature in the photograph that I chose
not to physically replicate in the abstract sculptures. Calvino has ideas that echo the
enhancement of a representational image: “Valdrada’s inhabitants know that each of their
actions is, at once, that action and its mirror-image, which possesses the special dignity of
images” (Calvino 53). The current reality is mirrored every day in millions of images,
and lives are built around the idea that a picture is concrete evidence of what was relevant
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at any given time. What resonated with the landmasses that I am creating in relation to
photography is the fact that photographs can not only hold memories but also come to
represent them. Therefore in the midst of a recollection, a photograph can reinforce or
manipulate the remembrance. That was why, in some instances, I chose to include
photographs with and within my sculptures—superimposing them in, on or beside the
sculpture.
Of three things I became aware as a result of these interactions: the miniature had
the power of reversing scale and determining a new reference or use for one specific
object; second, it offered a spatial closure by removing it from the grander context, thus
entering it into a new narrative; and lastly, the miniature is a cultural product never found
in the vast expanse of nature—I return to the very beginning when I referenced a cultural
fascination with the miniaturization of landscape, from postcards to snow globes. I could
understand these sentiments, and as I began to build and construct these forms, I also
began to shoot photographs specifically for incorporating in the sculptures, and I
continued to challenge the singularity and pluralism of a collective memory.
Part Two: Experimentation and Artistic Influence
When I finished my first piece, early fall semester, it looked quite postapocalyptical: a landscape stripped of every resource it had. Completely bare, made of
only plaster and Styrofoam, all that was left was remnants of a past society that had found
a way to live with exactly what they had—rather than building off of or making
unnecessary extensions, the land was carved into and used as it was. (See visual
appendix, Figure 2) At first I was concerned with the overwhelming look of empty and
ruined places, but in most ways it was too visually captivating to forget. I was drawn to
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the sculpture’s small caverns and rocky textures, and I decided to push this aesthetic. The
more I investigated the idea, the more the pieces I produced left me with the same
dilemma: whether or not to compromise picturesque qualities of a landscape. Most
commercial photographs of landscapes, which bombard us everyday, often depict a
sunny, lively place with blue skies and beaches, green pastures or mountainous
backgrounds while simultaneously depriving the viewer the actual experience of such
beauty. Part of the wonder of nature is being encompassed by it, so how could I, working
as removed as I was from a detailed landscape, truthfully display the same fascination
without any of the major details or recognizable features?
To answer that question, I had to convince myself that what I was making was
simply different from an actual landscape. Miniature, yes, still fixated on the gigantism of
a dramatically reduced landscape, yes, but differently, as it was removed from more
commercial contexts. These sculptures really became the abstraction of a landscape,
separated from its former functionality, and resources (such as water, trees or food),
whereas the possibility for the land to support a community has evaporated. Now all that
is left are invisible memories and a sense of abandonment that its people left behind.
However, my work didn’t start immediately as finished pieces; it began as a result of
research, which I explained in the first section, but also, with an exploration of materials
and my own set of experimentations.
I embarked on my Senior I.S. Project with very rough ideas of what I would want
to accomplish for the academic year. From work that I had done previously in sculpture,
photography classes and for my Junior I.S. Project, I knew that I was still consumed by
the interpretation of memory. However, I knew limiting my focus mainly to sculpture
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could produce new discoveries and different outcomes. Therefore, because of these small
yet concrete considerations, starting off with an open mind and a willingness to explore
came easily. After looking over drawings that I had done over the summer (Fig.1), I
decided to try and discover the best way to explore the same sort of terrain in a threedimensional form. I began by pouring plaster, without any inclination to confine it to a
material, but instead to test its inherent characteristics and capabilities, hoping to find a
way to manipulate the substance that reinterpreted my drawings.
Different outcomes occurred with the plaster, and I quickly learned the
functionality of the substance. For instance, once plaster is mixed with water, within five
to twenty-five minutes the material goes through six stages of setting before it becomes
rock hard. I would pour one thin layer, and by the time I was prepared to apply a second
layer, the plaster was less viscous, and would create a denser form that could not be
poured. The shapes eventually became repetitive, all resembling blobs with a cloud-like
profile. Furthermore, the thicker the plaster became the more the texture would differ,
creating a contrast of smooth and gritty surfaces
Taking all of these transformations into account, I began to add other textures and
materials to vary the plaster’s visual appearance. I started by adding string to recreate a
direct representation of the grouped repetitive straight lines visible in the drawings I had
completed before. I soon left the idea of trying to replicate the drawings exactly, and tried
other materials, such as paper pulp and sawdust, to mix within the plaster, to differ the
texture, and hopefully the form. While some change in texture did occur, the plaster still
took on similar structures as it had before. In order to achieve more variety of form, I
decided to expand and push the way that the plaster would cast.
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While I was still interested in using plaster, I decided to simultaneously
experiment with an alternative material: plywood. When pouring the plaster, I continually
responded to the visual effects produced by layering, with the varying consistencies of
plaster on top of itself. However, after several applications, the most visually interesting
details would vanish.
It became obvious that there were different ways to recreating a landmass or a
landscape, and with the two distinct materials such as plaster and plywood, I used
exploration as a way to determine which would better suit my concept and sketches.
Though I could still cut and carve into plywood and break from the cube, I found that it
was too static. I realized that I wanted a more organic depiction than the plywood could
provide, and though I decided to involve plywood, I also concluded to work
predominately in plaster.
However, pouring as I had been before produced similar forms and blobs, that
held little interest to me—I wanted to expand and build structures with differing heights
and varying perspectives, which mimicked the growth of mountains and cliffs. Soon,
though, the plaster became too difficult for the scale I was looking at—even for
something no more than ten inches high and fifteen inches wide, the weight of the layers
became cumbersome. I needed another material to integrate with the plaster that would
promote my underlying concept and still allow me to utilize the plaster to its full
potential. It was at this moment that I turned to Styrofoam, and began to construct
landmass formations on which to pour plaster.
While actively experimenting, I began to look at other sculptors as an additional
source of inspiration. Eva Hesse was one artist who had been tremendously influential, at
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least aesthetically speaking, but whose work bears no visual relevance to my current body
of work. It feels, in fact, as if our respective works are at completely opposite ends of the
spectrum. Although both are abstraction, visually and materially our works appear very
different from each other. What struck the strongest with Hesse was the aspect of her
working process that went unnoticed until after her death: a studio filled with countless
experiments. It is Briony Fer’s book on Hesse, Studiowork that explores the unrefined
side to a sculptor’s artistry:

These studioworks are incredibly provisional and raw, so much so that
they seem to go back to the beginning in some way—not only in their own, as in
showing the process of making a shape—but to the beginning of the making itself.
This is not necessarily about making something particular, but just about making
something. They are unyielding in a way that seems to reflect on what art does
and how it is experienced; and why it is difficult to talk about the inchoate
experience that art can engender in us. (19)

In developing my own process and trying to accomplish a cohesive body of work,
Hesse’s endless examples of open experimentation reinforced the idea of ‘play’ as an
integral part of artistry. Playing with materials led to a more natural progression of how
the substances could interact—rather than assuming one thing would work better than
another, I let experimentation show me what could work and what would not. Though I
approached the academic year with many different interests, I was able to refine those
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interests in an atmosphere that was boundless and inexhaustible, and therefore, when it
came time to develop my first piece, I knew exactly how to proceed.
This ability to play is what I meant earlier when I said that I connected with
Hesse, even though I felt that our works differed. I have begun to look at her differently
than I might other artists. Though many might play as Hesse did and I have begun to, her
work speaks to me differently. Even in her small experiments, there is a fragility that
echoes into her more famous pieces. For example, S-94 1967 (Fig. 3) is a flattened worn
piece of latex that could have been meant for anything, but is now collapsed and
unusable. Yet even in the shape in which it has decayed, Hesse’s hand is still relevant.
“Imagine the movements that made it: Hesse painting several layers of latex onto some
wire mesh, letting each of them dry before adding the next” (21). The repetitive process
to which Hesse dedicated herself shows within each of her studioworks (as Fer refers to
them), and as a young artist learning how to refine my own process, I deeply connect to
the dedication. Although I take serious interest in the research and reasoning behind my
Senior I.S. Project, it is exploration that created a connection. By letting my hand and
mind push the boundaries and try new things, I was able to connect my ideas and
thoughts in a complex manner, in which neither the concept nor the experiments or the
pieces of sculptural work could function independently from one another. I realized that
each sculptural piece was an extension of my passion for working, and led to a process
where the two facets of working; thinking and making, grew together.
At the beginning of this section I spoke of my first constructed piece. Though I
was aware of the different materials and paints I could use to alter the plaster’s
appearance, this first piece was left the white of the plaster. Though the finished product
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was no more than 9 inches tall and roughly 8 inches in depth and width, I had a profound
response to the smaller details. I began by stacking semi-circular pieces of Styrofoam to
develop the sculpture’s form before carving into them. By taking away some of the
thickness, I was able to create varying depths within the Styrofoam structure, and once
the plaster was poured on top, it began to look as if there dwellings or smaller niches and
cave-like spaces within the sculpted landmass. I also hung string from one cliff to
another, to suggest that possibly at one time there was functionality of the cliff, and that
those who inhabited it were able to communicate, travel and utilize the resources around
them.
As I explained in the previous section, I felt photography served as a necessary
enhancement for the sculptures. The reflection of another landscape through a concrete
and vivid two-dimensional image is a strong juxtaposition against the barren landmasses.
By placing them within or around the sculptures I integrate the notion that while a place
may hold an entire history, it is the photograph that engenders the reality of that memory.
The precision and realism of the photograph helps to fabricate a memory and in turn can
convince the viewer that such a memory is the truth. The sculptures can only suggest a
vague connection to a memory whereas the picture can produce that connection and
prove its reality.
Placing many of my photographs within the sculptures is fascinating, and it
enhanced the tension between abstraction of recollection and the evidence of a reality.
Documentation is an interesting way to introduce the idea of what the photograph could
represent to a sculptor—yet the way that I chose to involve photography was not meant
as a source of inspiration, but for the audience to come face to face with realism against
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abstraction. The film I use for this is the Fujifilm Instax, an instant image that comes out
within seconds of taking the picture, and creates a miniature composition filled with vivid
colors.
Working with the photos is difficult; the photographs were never an inspiration or
a basis for my sculptures. I continually took photographs with the idea in mind that each
photo was another memory or part in the grander narrative. I consulted many different
artists who approached the use of photography in their sculptural work, to try and
establish exactly how I would approach my use specific use of photography. However, I
found that these same artists used photography as an inherent part of process, using the
photographic image as they would a rough sketch. One of those artists is Olafur Eliasson.
I was immediately drawn to his photography and though his work is quite different than
my own, in the book Olafur Eliasson: Photographs, looking at his work led to a
breakthrough in my own personal considerations.
Eliasson used his photography as a study of movement to replicate later in his
installations and sculptural pieces (such as Tate Modern atrium (London, England) in
2003 and the man-made waterfalls constructed in the East River in New York City
directly adjacent to the Brooklyn Bridge in 2008). Whereas Eliasson’s sculptures are the
reformatting of familiar geological features repositioned in a gallery context (or
sometimes in an urban setting), his photographs are the study of those geological
features. Of all of the works in Photographs, one collection that I found very interesting
was his Waterfall Series (Fig. 4). I found it enticing because of the repetitive movements;
though most of these waterfalls are in different places, because each movement is similar
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in comparison to the rest, no matter where Eliasson goes, each waterfall will fall the
same.
The area of temporal space between sculpture and photography is a fine line, and
as I’ve produced I have had to learn how to define my work within that space. As I stated
in my explanation of working in the miniature, I realized that sometimes working in a
three-dimensional form forces the artist to withdraw that work from a historical context.
The only sense of time would be the physical decay; the conceptual idea or meaning
cannot age. However, the medium of photography is sparked with the obsession of
capturing time; using the camera as an instrument to seize a moment and freeze that
instance forever. Looking at Eliasson and the Waterfall Series I was able to consider this
further. Eliasson states in an interview with Drutt:

“I was drawn to the effect of spatial engagement (including time) that
these singular repeating elements arranged in sequence had on the
viewer…I have tried to document the movement, the changes, the
differences, the manifold, the endlessness, the duration and the timely
aspects.” (Eliasson 16)

For Eliasson these photographs are proof of time and experience; that he can later try to
replicate within his installations. My own sculptural work, was an independent process,
and never originated from a series of photographs. The basis of my work became the
ability to create a miniature landscape and remove it from a grander context, essentially
recreating a narrative for the viewer to explore. Still attached to photography, I wanted to
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explore the relation of the photographic image and the viewer’s connection to memory.
What images could help them recall or remember specific events in their life? Yet I
continued to photograph as if these images could reflect the presence of life within the
landscapes that I have created. It seemed that I was working from two different angles; to
distill miniature from a context and to employ the photograph as signs of growth and time
in a ahistorical place. Looking back through Eliasson’s photographic series I realized that
while I would pick and choose, he would collect and group. I began to examine the
benefits of another piece that could incorporate the collection of photographs I had taken.
This collection was unrefined at first, not just of photographs but also that of
scraps of wood, and plaster experiments from the first few weeks of the academic year. I
started slowly testing wooden planks in my studio differing in size and color, and began
to directly build them off the wall. Soon plaster pieces began to work their way in, as
well as photographs. Still growing in its mass and form, the wall piece (Fig. 5) has come
to represent another layer of observation for the viewer. The experience with the wall
piece is different then one might encounter with the sculptures. The sculptures represent
the removal from temporal time, expressing the reduced landscape or landmass, recreated
and placed singularly on a stand. Yet the wall piece, with many different photographs,
reflects on time and tries to involve some sort of a narrative, whether it is the growth of a
landscape or the decay.
The viewer must pick apart the collection, one by one, studying its more topographical
nature and its many components rather than study it as a whole.
There are many components to my Senior Independent Study, and in the final
exhibition, I will be presenting the sculptures that best exemplify my conceptual idea.
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Each sculpture has its own specificity in the way that it will be presented in the gallery.
While some stands were built lower to the ground (and one sculpture is meant to be
directly on the ground), each stand has been built specifically for the sculpture that it
holds. Building a platform for each of the sculptural pieces has become an integral part of
my Senior Thesis, for I purposefully chose to integrate the sculpture and the stand as one
continuous piece. Placing them on a singular level insures that pieces are not lost among
a numerous display, but the viewer can move from spot to spot and experience each
sculpture differently.
Multiple times in talking to friends or peers, some have commented that they
could picture themselves “walking around in the small caverns” and other times have
commented, “they had been to a place like that.” Though vague in their description or
relation, the connection was still felt, and in my deepest sincerity this is exactly the kind
of sensation that I would like to rouse in others. Memory is the action of connotation,
connecting images and sounds, manifesting impressions and reactions from the constant
bounce between witnessing and remembering. The reflection of previous memories onto
the present is how we recognize our everyday. Whether or not the viewer will be able to
reflect on the collective memory at first, I am confident that within my body of work the
familiar geological features will form a connotation that will spark reactions within the
viewer, so much so that in observing the terrain, they will question whether or not they
had been to a place like this before.
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Visual Appendix

Figure 1
Rebecca Scott Newhouse, Untitled Sketch, 2011
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Figure 2
Rebecca Scott Newhouse, White Place, 2011
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Figure 3
Eva Hesse, S-94, 1967,
Illus. in Briony Fer, Eva Hesse: Studiowork (Fruitmarket Gallery, 2009) Print.
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Figure 4
Olafur Eliasson, Waterfall Series, 1996, Illus. in Matthew Drutt, Olafur Eliasson:

Photographs (Houston, TX: Menil Foundation, 2004. Print).
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Figure 5
Rebecca Scott Newhouse, Wall Hangings, 2012
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